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NR2P2 - Nuclear Risk, from Radioisotope (Bio)
Chemistry to Public Perception

Academy 3 highlight
Social concern about the possible 
impacts of nuclear energy has increased 
worldwide. Knowing how individuals 
and populations perceive nuclear risk is 
key to the development of appropriate 
prevention and resilience strategies. This 
interdisciplinary project brings together 
geographers, radiochemists, lawyers, 
biologists, and rescuers around this issue 
of nuclear risk perception. 

Scientific domain
Social Sciences and Chemistry

Key words
Nuclear 
Risk Assessment 
Radioactivity 
Public Perception

PI laboratories
ICN, UCA
ESPACE, UCA

Partner laboratories
GEOAZUR, UCA 
TIRO-MATOs, UCA
GREDEG, UCA
IPMC, UCA
Service de Santé et de Secours Médical 
(SDIS06)

Total budget
20 k€ from Academy 3

Sandra PerezChristophe 
Den Auwer

Is nuclear power your concern? A comparative analysis of the perception of nuclear 
risk among two populations in France.

HTTPS://CV.ARCHIVES-OUVERTES.FR/SANDRA-PEREZ
http://univ-cotedazur.fr/labs/icn/fr/equipes/radiochimie-humaine-et-environnementale
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Since the end of the Second World War, the significant development of the 
civil nuclear industry in Northern Hemisphere countries, and elsewhere, has 
raised new issues in terms of environmental impact, long-term management 
and defense. However, the nuclear sector is an industrial field that is subject 
to controversy and which induces diverse and varied fears that blur both 
the actual risks and the actual perception of these risks. We have thus built 
an interdisciplinary consortium of researchers (geographers, radiochemists, 
lawyers, and biologists) and rescue professionals to specifically address the 
question of nuclear risk and its public perception.
Our analysis is based on an internet survey of two populations in France having 
different profiles regarding nuclear risk and perception: one population of 
“experts” composed of firefighters, and one population of “non-experts” 
composed of Université Côte d’Azur students. To these two populations we 
posed a series of similar questions relating to their knowledge and perception 
of nuclear risk, and gathered a total of 2300 responses. Among the results, 
the analysis revealed that firefighters’ confidence in the nuclear industry is 
twice as high as that of students (50%, compared to 22% for students). We 
also found that students who study the basic sciences are more in favor of a 
partial exit from nuclear power (55% compared to less than 20%) and more 
open to changing their mind if they were to receive more relevant information 
on the subject (55%) than students in other domains of study (10-15%). 
We are now in the process of initiating pedagogical and information outreach 
actions for the general public.Th
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What’s next?
Initially funded as a “small” project 
by the Academy 3, this study will 
become a component of the larger 
METARISK project to study the 
impact of chemical and radio-
toxicological risks on human 
populations. In the next few years, we 
will contribute to the “laradioactivite.
com” CNRS website, enhancing 
public knowledge and perception of 
radioactive phenomena by providing 
information to general public and 
conducting pedagogical actions with 
public stakeholders such as the Parc 
National du Mercantour.

The +
In the social sciences, perception 
has long been a useful concept 

for understanding risk situations, 
distinguishing between perceived risk and 

actual risk. Although surveys on nuclear risk 
perception are not new (see “IRSN barometer” 
https://barometre.irsn.fr), our study is unique 
in that biologists, radiochemists, geographers 
and rescuers address social science issues to 

develop adapted tools 
and acquire a shared knowledge on 

the public perception 
of nuclear impact.

More info at
http://univ-cotedazur.fr/en/idex/academies/

http://univ-cotedazur.fr/en/idex/academies/space-environment-risk-and-resilience/contents/projects/nr2p2-nuclear-risk-from-radioisotope-bio-chemistry-to-public-perception-c-den-auwer-s-perez



